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The Political Recruitment function is a function that is essential for political parties. Each political party has a different recruitment pattern in recruiting for the legislative candidates including DPD Partai Demokrat Lampung. From This, The research was conducted to determine the pattern of recruitment DPD Partai Demokrat Lampung in the allocation of legislative candidates for period 2014-2019.

The research purpose to knowing the pattern of political recruitment DPD Partai Demokrat Lampung Province. Based on this, Researcher examination characteristic, method and tendency that conducted by Partai Demokrat Lampung Province. The method used is descriptive qualitatitive. The data research through interview and documentation study. After a variety data in field was collected and further processed are presented in the form of narrative text.
Result of Research conducted de that the pattern of recruitmen include a characteristic recruitment, the method of recruitment, and tendency of recruitment is (1) using the characteristic of recruitment is openly can be seen from recruitment procedures and requirements that is widely known that explicitly mean opening an opportunity for external candidates as well as providing an opportunity for the public to judge legislative candidate, (2) Using the non scientific method, it is based on recruitment DPD Partai Demokrat Lampung of which only gallop on guidelines in determining the criteria used without using something of scientific as survey, (3) The dominant trend of using partisan type because prioritizes prospective and considering compartmentalization with civil reform service type althought not as dominant for the tendency party type in recruitment legislative candidate.
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